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VIDEOMANAGER
Edesix  provides  you  with  VideoManager,  the  most  
advanced  software  tool  for  managing  video  footage,  
system  users,  and  your  suite  of  wearable  cameras.

COMPLETE BODY WORN CAMERA MANAGEMENT
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AUDIT LOGS
Audit logs track every action performed on VideoManager (e.g. users logging off, videos 
being uploaded, etc.), and can be downloaded for review.

TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
If enabled, users on the system must sign in using both their password and a temporary 
code provided by a third-party authenticator app, ensuring maximum security.

ACCESS CONTROL KEYS
Access control keys dictate which instances of VideoManager your devices can connect to - 
if devices are connected to an unauthorised instance of VideoManager, they will appear as 
Locked and no footage can be retrieved from them.

SECURITY

VIDEOMANAGER FEATURES
Regardless of whether you have chosen a Cloud or Enterprise service, Edesix’s VideoManager 
prioritises both usability and functionality - a simple, intuitive UI allows for minimal training, 
while still retaining all the key features necessary for evidential processing.



ROLES AND USERS
VideoManager utilises granular, permission-based access for all aspects of the UI. This 
ensures that workers can only use the parts of VideoManager which are relevant to them 
and their workflow. Some default roles are provided by Edesix; creating new roles is a 
straightforward process.

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL SHARING
Users with the correct permissions can share incidents with each other - this allows 
workers to collaborate on projects, without needing to view all incidents across the entire 
system.  Senior administrators can also create a temporary access link, giving someone 
outwith VideoManager the ability to view an incident for a limited period of time.

AUTOMATIC DELETION
Streamline deletion processes by enabling automatic deletion - incidents, videos, and 
exports can all be scheduled for deletion on a fully customisable schedule, designed to fit 
your organisation’s needs.

WORKFLOW CONTROL

LIVE STREAMING TO YOUR VMS
VideoManager’s ONStream allows live streaming from the VB-400, VB-300, and VideoTag 
range of cameras directly to your VMS for real-time viewing.

COMPLEMENT CCTV FOOTAGE
Capture your Body Worn Camera footage and view it alongside static CCTV for a full picture 
of your security landscape.

VMS INTEGRATION

ONE-CLICK & ASSISTED REDACTION (CLOUD ULTRA ONLY)
Create evidence-ready footage using VideoManager’s redaction tools - users can blur 
aspects of the foreground and background using a variety of shapes (circles, quadrangles, 
rectangles), insert text boxes, mute audio, and use assisted redaction to quickly redact 
multiple faces. The original video is never edited, and all redactions are tracked in the audit 
log.

INCIDENT CREATION
VideoManager makes it possible to collate evidential footage with other important 
information, such as web links, location data, and non-video media (e.g. PDFs, MP3 files). 
Using Edesix’s powerful user-defined field functionality, organisations can tailor their 
incident forms to fit their specific needs. If enabled, administrators can create nested 
incidents, which allow multiple incidents to be collated into an incident collection. This 
collection can then be edited and shared like a normal incident.

EVIDENTIAL PROCESSING



VIDEOMANAGER CLOUD SERVICE

NO SOFTWARE TO INSTALL
Edesix’s cloud service requires no software downloads or additional IT infrastructure.
VideoManager has browser-based access that can be used anywhere with a network
Connection.

INNOVATIVE
Edesix gives you the latest firmware and software as soon as it has released, as well
as exclusive features which aren’t available anywhere else - such as email and SMS
notifications.

LICENCE-FREE
Edesix’s cloud service has all licenced features built-in, and automatically renewed,
as well as coming with full Software Assurance. You don’t need to manually update
licences or device images, and you’ll always be up to date, ensuring you comply
with current GDPR regulations.

EFFORTLESS SCALABILITY
With cloud service ultra, the number of cameras and users on an instance of
VideoManager is limitless. The service is managed and scaled by Edesix for an
organisation of any size, without any customer intervention.

VIDEOMANAGER CLOUD SERVICE OR 
VIDEOMANAGER ENTERPRISE?
Edesix gives you two purchase options - a cloud-based service hosted remotely and managed 
by Edesix or licenced, downloadable software which is installed locally by your organisation, 
allowing you to manage VideoManager on-premise.

Both options have unique advantages, and which one you choose will depend on your
business requirements.



AUTONOMOUS
Edesix’s VideoManager Enterprise Licence is completely controlled by you - each
VideoManager Licence is perpetual, meaning if you choose to upgrade your
camera, you can transfer your licence onto your new camera, saving you money.

CONFIGURATION
With VideoManager Enterprise, you only choose and pay for the licence features
that you need and use. New licences can be imported at any time, and upgraded
features added.

SECURE AND CONTAINED
The enterprise licence fits seamlessly into your IT infrastructure, and requires no
network connection to work - it is self-contained and security is entirely in your
organisation’s control. Pair with Software Assurance to ensure you’re supported
and GDPR compliant.

TAKES ADVANTAGE OF COST-EFFECTIVE OBJECT STORAGE
VideoManager enterprise can be combined with Amazon S3 Object Storage - this
keeps your infrastructure on premises, while adding more storage space on the
cloud for footage and exports.

VIDEOMANAGER ENTERPRISE LICENCE

Service and support has been superb.
Neighbourhood Policing Unit
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